What is DigiDoc?
DigiDoc is an ecosystem of cutting edge intellectual property verification and protection
tools.

DigiDoc NFT dApp - records, captures, signs and protects personal & professional files
including documents (think IP, ™, ©), photos and video footage.
“minting” the future of Identity verification, data validation, & ownership via NFTs

DigiDoc Protocol - facilitates the input methods from the NFT dApp and performs the
recording of data to the file repository and saves the hash onto the blockchain.

Digi Dollar Token $DDT -offers multiple uses including payments, staking, liquidity,
referral rewards, cashback, dApp exclusive features, governance and even wallet insurance.

DigiDoc Wallet - the only wallet you’ll ever need for all your minted assets.
DigiDoc NFT team is passionate about building the next go-to hybrid solution using
blockchain and clearnet combination for decentralised dApps.

Abstract
DigiDoc NFT is the first dApp in the series of decentralized applications which form an
ecosystem of tools that allow content creators and viewers to pursue proof of ownership,
content originality and reality.
Getting set up with digital wallets, decentralised exchanges, KYC and NFT marketplaces is a
minefield. DigiDoc NFT strongly believes it all should be optional and with literally one click
setup provides its users the tools to do so.
By combining GPS information and content from camera-enabled devices, DigiDoc NFT uses
the state of the art encryption services, decentralised storage (IPFS) and the Polygon
Blockchain to upload, encrypt and validate the content.
DigiDoc NFT facilitates extraction of data directly from the source of the recording device in
an encrypted form and an administration governance token called Digi Dollar Token ($DDT).
DigiDoc NFT also solves proof of ownership and protection of Intellectual Property, such as
trademarks, copyrights & patents. Users can virtually store almost any document on the
blockchain, mint those documents via an NFT in order to protect them, then exchange them
(for a monetary value the user so wishes).
Navigating in the world of dating apps, hoping to find your soulmate is like a minefield but
with the help of DigiDoc NFT wallet certificate you will be able to verify that the person you
are talking to is who they say they are.
Visit our website:
https://www.digidocnft.io
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Document Purpose
The document was created with the goal to explain and position DigiDoc NFT dApp and it’s
open source protocol.
Our experience in the satellite tracking industry (My Buddy Gard™) has uncovered many
vulnerabilities in networks, applications and devices where GPS data and vehicle telemetry
data can be manipulated for the benefit of a threat actor or perpetrator. There exist realworld examples where an NFT-oriented verification application could have been used to
solve these issues.
Blockchain continues to grow in popularity and uptake - the application of blockchain in
industry has already grown to more than $2 trillion dollars. Blockchain is now generally
accepted across almost every industry and the benefits of blockchain are understood and
respected. With the advancement of tokenization and NFTs, ownership of virtual or digital
assets is now undisputed, and further, allows for potential monetization and IP protection.
Despite these advancements, we see a clear gap in the industry between the technical
functionality available in Blockchain and the actual on-market products offered with respect
to tracking of data or information.
The DigiDoc team welcome any feedback or suggestions on this white paper. Contact us at
connect@digidocnft.io

DigiDoc - an industry protocol
Introduction
DigiDoc is an ecosystem of tools that allow content creators and viewers of content to
pursue verification of ownership and content originality. By combining GPS data and
information content from any camera enabled device, DigiDoc uses IPFS infrastructure and
the Polygon Blockchain to upload, encrypt and validate content.
The primary real-world challenges solved by the DigiDoc ecosystem are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Indisputable verification of ownership
Indisputable proof of un-tampered content
Digital wallet setup
Data and Wallet verification & validation.

DigiDoc provides solutions to a multitude of use-cases across the many industries including
but not limited to:
● Online Catfishing & Scams
● Stolen personal socials data
● Digital wallet insurance
● Verification of asset ownership, condition, history and resale
● Validation of data with IPFS
● Automated facilitation of video/photo capture through to resale
● Abuse and violence events
● Dashcam footage capture and resale
● Industry solutions such as
● Car dealership service triggers
● Car dealership trade-in and resale assurance
● Insurance industry data, including discounts based on proof of usage,
accident claim evidence
● Ease of transferring ownership of vehicles, assets & data
● Proof of condition for insurance & warranty purposes.

Vision
The device you are reading this white paper on most likely has GPS tracking and/or knows
your location - our phone most definitely has GPS and knows your exact location, it’s unique
ID in the network and other hidden information not visible to the average user (Meta Data).
All of this information combined with some clever programming can be used to identify a
person and prove ownership of original content.
Our vision is to help businesses and the general public to record, store and take ownership
of their intellectual property using the blockchain technology and proprietary verification
methods.
DigiDoc NFT and its utility $DDT token, work together as an open platform based on a token
economy allowing end users, via staking tokens, direct access to the Polygon blockchain
network. Just some of the benefits of this include zero gas fees payable by the end user and
the ability to monetise assets via NFTs.

Challenges
DigiDoc NFT is here to solve many challenges including:

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Blockchain Setup Complexity
Deep Fakes
Catfishing
Stolen Personal “Socials” Data
Proof of ownership
Proof of Court & Data Validation
Overly complex NFT minting, ownership & storage
Intellectual property ownership
Digital Wallet insurance
Centralised Point of Governance
The opportunities are endless.

The management of information is filled with challenges. Whether it is your personal data
or corporate data, the creation, storage, use and retention of information poses multiple
challenges across its lifecycle.

For example:
● Data being able to be manipulated both at rest (when stored on a file share or
device) or when it is in motion (when it is being sent or transmitted)
● Data is difficult to protect, particularly when multiple people require access to the
same document or set of information
● Fragmented, disparate data sources are common. Photos may be in one App whilst
a different form of document may be in another, such as a shredded document.
● Lack of certainty. It can be difficult to ascertain who owns the data , who is the
custodian of the data and who has the ability to enforce their legal right to protect
their intellectual property rights in relation to the data
● Proof of ownership. Sometimes it can be difficult to establish who owns the data
and who holds the ultimate intellectual property rights to it.
The US copyright office and many others around the planet have the same or similar
clause:
602.4(D) No Searches or Comparison of Works
When examining a claim to copyright, the U.S. Copyright Office generally does not compare deposit
copy(ies) to determine whether the work for which registration is sought is substantially similar to
another work. Likewise, the Office generally does not conduct searches to determine whether the work
has been previously registered.

This is why defending copyrighted information in court is so complex and quite often
in-conclusive.
● Data validation. How do we know the data is correct, when was it modified and by
who?
All stakeholders require the same outcome, they require good information and effective
governance. Users (whether the owner, custodian or temporary users) need to trust the
data and do not want to experience any volume issues.
DigiDoc NFT provides elegant solutions to all token-holders, whether they are personal or
corporate users, across the information lifecycle.

The Public
Introduction
Our world is now filled with fake news built utilising fake content including misleading
information and imagery or videos that have been manipulated to manipulate
viewers. There are numerous examples all over the internet and across social media
platforms.
It is very difficult to validate the integrity of an image, video or document unless an
investigator spends countless hours breaking the content down into sub-components in
order to analyse its structure. There are techniques such as edge superimposition, reversed
text, shadow analysis, missing reflections and cloning/deletion of objects that are used,
however, such techniques take enormous amounts of time to deconstruct and analyse.
Tools now exist for examination and analysis of fakes, which reduce time of identification,
however, these are not perfect and still require a lengthy and separate process. Media
outlets wishing to use externally sourced footage of an event need to take great care if
wanting to report an event, to ensure the image or video is accurate, factual and comes
from a reliable and trusted source. Currently there is no method of automating this process.
For a member of the public who captures an event, there is no automated way to capture,
store and sell the content online, while keeping the content encrypted, modification free
and all while keeping proof of ownership and data retention.
Until DigiDoc NFT.

Blockchain setup

Getting setup in the blockchain industry can be confusing for some users as various systems
and dApp setups are required to complete this process which becomes time consuming and
frustrating.
DigiDoc NFT wallet setup only takes 1 click and you are ready to go, rest is optional and can
be skipped and completed later in the process.
This takes the struggle and anxiety out of the ecuacion for the average user and gives them
instant access for data protection using blockchain tech.

The Solution to the Public Use-cases

DigiDoc NFT solves all of the Public use-case by providing a dApp that:
● Captures
● Encrypts
● Transmits
● Stores (IPFS)
● Directly adds to the blockchain
● (If the user requires) mints to NFT.
The dApp will operate with:
●
●

Any Apple or Android mobile phone or tablet
Any dashcam with the MGBM2M protocol built into its firmware - via a mobile
interface (such as Buddy Cam) that directly communicates with the blockchain.

Any user can capture or upload any content (photo/video/document) and mint the data
asset into an NFT, all whilst retaining proof of ownership and undisputed content originality.

Proof of ownership

Proving ownership of an idea or creation is complex, costly and time consuming but doesn’t
have to be.
Protect your work such as: flyers, logos, manuals, written documents, books or any other
creation with DigiDoc NFT.
Truly take ownership of your intellectual property just like your cryptocurrency in your
digital wallet. Mint your idea into an NFT and easily hide sensitive information behind the
NFT that will only be visible to the holder.
Easily verified and provable in court.
DigiDoc’s vision is to “mint” the industry standard.

Catfishing & Scams

In social media, dating sites or even adult industry sites, we see a lot of “catfishing”, scams
and phishing attempts.
We don’t really know if the person is who they say they are.
Verify the person is whom they say they are via DigiDoc multi-tiered KYC certificate.
Each uploaded image gets shared with a unique verification link for the image to show if
they are truly the person they say they are.
Proof of real identity with your image NFT and wallet for dating apps, in partnership with
companies such as Governance DAO.

Stolen Personal “Socials” Data
You’ve just captured an awesome image or video that could be monetized through your
social media channels but someone has copied it and is cashing in on your earnings.
DigiDoc NFT provides the user with tools to protect the original from being used without
owners permission. With the help from DigiDoc Validator network & Data protection nodes
you will be able to share your recording with confidence.
Connect your socials with DigiDoc NFT to further protect your digital assets.
When someone uses the recording without permission, then you’ll be notified and can put
in a copyright infringement claim to get the content removed by the social media platform
content moderators.

Wallet Insurance:

Holding your crypto currencies in a digital wallet comes with it’s risks. When a user loses
their password and seed phrase, then they lose access to their crypto currencies.
There is no way of recovering those funds.
DigiDoc NFT provides partial insurance to your $DDT via our proprietary methods when
staking DigiDoc NFT tokens in your wallet for a minimum required period and the user has
completed full KYC.

When they lose access, they can go through a full KYC process with the new wallet that will
initiate the wallet insurance claim and when completed initiates partial payout to the new
wallet, sends 5% to the liquidity pool and burns the rest so the entire community benefits.
The first insurance policy that doesn’t make the company lose money when there is a claim.
Win Win for the entire DigiDoc NFT community and investor pool.

Dashcam Junkies
One of the early use-cases for the DigiDoc NFT ecosystem was solving how dashcam could
capture, transmit, store and sell their content online, all while retaining proof of ownership
and proof that the content had not been modified or tampered with.
Making money from dashcam footage is now a lucrative business. Multiple online platforms
exist that will purchase dashcam footage and the world has gone crazy for this new
potential revenue stream.
Whilst the most obvious dashcam footage is that of car accidents and road rage incidents,
there are also companies that wish to purchase more mundane footage of commuters going
about their daily life on their daily drive. All of these companies have their own business
case and reasons for wanting to purchase footage, however, the fact is there is no shortage
of desire in the corporate world for footage. If you consider YouTube revenue models too,
there is potential to earn serious income from other users simply viewing your YouTube
content. On YouTube, there is already an established ecosystem and audience base for
dashcam footage and automotive events.
The other obvious use-case for dashcam footage is that of accident evidence, to be provided
to insurance companies or as evidence used in court.

Vehicle Buyers and Sellers

When buying or selling an asset, one has always relied on the accuracy and legitimacy of the
information provided in order to definitively prove the asset’s integrity and who is the legal
or beneficial owner of the asset. Use cases include(but are not limited to), for vehicles or
machinery:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Certainty around genuine miles (or kilometers) travelled or number of hours
operated in the case of machinery or boats
Confirmation of service history
Ownership history
Confirmation that the item has not been a stolen good
Whether there is an encumbrance over the asset or whether it is owned outright
Event history such as accidents, recorded write-offs, thefts, water-damage
Repairs and maintenance history and records
Inspection certificates for registration
First purchase information
Approximate value

Buying assets has often been a risky process of manually validating evidence of the
information above, usually based on documents that the seller or an unverified third party
has provided. Not only is this time consuming and a manual process, but it relies on the
evidence being provided by the seller to be accurate. Vehicle ‘checks’ are available online,
however, the information set is limited and there is generally a fee associated with the
search and provision of the data. Vehicle checks have not evolved in the past decade and
have not kept pace with the changes in vehicle telemetry available.
Whilst asset validation is extremely pertinent for assets that are ‘registered’ with a
government agency (cars, motorbikes, property), the use-case is also just as relevant to
other assets such as bicycles, scooters, jewellery, yellow goods and any other assets of
value.
DigiDoc NFT can solve all of the above use cases.

Further, if a vehicle has been fitted with a dashcam that has the DigiDoc firmware and that
is connected to the vehicle’s priority telemetry system, DigiDoc NFT will also be able to
provide
Location through its history and right now
Vehicle use statistics - has the car been driven beyond its expected normal operating
environment, for example, driven beyond its rev limiter, been used for racing or
track days, been used for burnouts, and more
● Advanced vehicle service statistics - had it been serviced when it should have been within 2000 miles of when the cars service indicator notified the owner.
●
●

While some of the above may still be manual validation in the short-term future, once Car
Dealerships begin to use the DigiDoc protocol through their Dealer Management Systems
(DMS), service and car service details will be automatically added to the blockchain for
perpetuity.

Event Enthusiasts
There are many hobbyists all over the globe that love capturing events on camera - such
use-cases could include:
For fun Train and plane spotters who wish to photograph or record a specific plane
taking off from a specific airport and uploading it to planespotters.net
● Storm chasers who wish to record a tornado and its devastation and claim
reference rights when submitting it to a TV station’s news channel
● Extreme sports fanatics with their “GoPro”footage for example mountain
biking or offroad 4wd adventure footage
●

And for financial gain ●
●

●
●

●

Paranormal activity consultants who are capturing unknown and unexplained
events for a client, to prove the event occurred and when
Rare and memorable goods collectors who wish to prove they own and to
verify the condition of their Star Wars rare collectables when posting to an emarketplace.
Sending proof of the condition of a vehicle prior to sale.
Drone footage of countryside, construction or any event that can see
financial gain. (many countries around the world require permit to fly and
capture the footage)
Rarible, OpenSea and similar NFT marketplaces

Whatever the attraction and passion, these enthusiast use-cases require the user to be able
to record or photograph an event or product, store it and in some cases mint the content
for sale in an e-marketplace or simply be able to direct another person to view the content,
all while proving the ownership of and originality of the content.

Abuse and Violence Cases
Whether it be an altercation on the street outside a pub or a serious domestic abuse
situation, the ability to capture the offence is often fraught with issues around data
integrity, proof of the occurrence location, exact time and date, and proof of ownership - all
of the data points including the imagery itself can be manipulated - either to suit the
perpetrator or the victim depending on who would benefit from the footage.
The fact that the data points and imagery can be manipulated makes it very difficult, if not
impossible, to use content in content (such as a police report or in court) as most expert
witnesses have been able to show that content can be manipulated.
Many courts around the globe (indeed in Australia) require the imagery or video footage to
be ‘proved to be genuine’, therefore the supplier of the footage must first prove the content
prior to lodging it as evidence. It is not the other party's requirement to prove the content
as not-genuine.

Home security
Home security systems are limited to the physical PVR (personal video recorder) storage
capacity and generally overwrite the video data once every predetermined period, such as
every 24 hours.
This provides limited assurance to security of your property or business in that if you are
away for an extended period of time, the data will no longer be available. Some more recent
systems are a little smarter - in that they record only when an event is detected, hence
increasing storage, some of which is on the vendor’s cloud. However, again storage is
limited at the vendor’s cloud site and extra storage can be expensive. A greater risk is that
your data resides on a public SaaS cloud platform owned and controlled by a private
organization.
DigiDoc NFT will allow you to encrypt and store your security footage on the IPFS system,
and allow you to immediately mint the footage via NFT should the user so wish. By doing
this, the data is encrypted at source, stored on a decentralized file system, time stamped
and non-modifiable, and able to be transmitted, swapped or sold through an NFT.

Books
In the current digital age, a lot of the books have now moved online and you can easily
purchase a digital copy. Making pirated copies of your new book is too easy and will
seriously hurt the bottom-line profits which the author is entitled to.
With DigiDoc NFT you can mint a limited amount of the book and once it is sold out, no
more will be created.
If anyone wants to purchase a copy they will need to buy it from NFT marketplace from
other previous purchasers and the price will keep going up as you can’t get any more copies.

Every time a book is resold on the market, then the author will also automatically receive
royalties.
DigiDoc NFT also doesn’t allow screen captures of your book.
Writing a “limited edition” book?

You can control how many copies there are from the day you mint them into NFT’s.
Once they are sold there are no more copies created and the only way to get one is buying it
from the people that are willing to sell their copy which will drive up the price.
“The true limited edition”

Automotive Industry
Introduction
The automotive industry has long had a challenge of its ability to share data. Disparate
systems, competition by different ownership of car dealerships, franchisee vs manufacturer
data ownership issues, privacy concerns - all play a role in the industry's poor data and
information governance protocols.
Providing a car dealer originally sold the car, and maintained it via a comprehensive and
unbroken service record, the car dealer would have a good understanding of the car’s
history and condition, and would trust the data as it was them who captured all of the data.
However, this ideal model is broken when a car owner takes the car to another dealer or
third-party mechanic to have a service or repair undertaken. Car dealers also do not have
any evidence of accidents or the owner treating the car irresponsibly.
The challenges with the current state of automotive data are numerous and extensive
across all categories within the industry - manufactures, dealers, mechanics and smash
repairs.

Vehicle Manufacturers

Vehicle manufacturers rarely have sufficient data regarding their product owners. In most
cases while some manufacturers do have consolidated global databases where data is
‘pushed’ up to the manufactured level, such as service history and recall/field service
history, this data tends to be limited:

●
●
●
●
●
●

Manufacturers don’t know exactly when the odometer or hour counter has been
wound back.
If the vehicle/asset has been abused (mechanical warranty might be void)
Operating machinery under incorrect angles voids the warranty as it introduces
premature wear and tear
Knowing when the manufacturer's warranty is due helps with - Vehicle demand
forecasting & Sales Forecasting
First, middle & last mile delivery - solved easily with built in GPS trackers
Compliance with GDPR and other potential privacy issues.

Dealerships

Car dealerships have good data on the vehicles they sell, providing the owners come back to
the same dealership to have the vehicle serviced and maintained by the selling dealer.
However this is not always the case.
Dealerships have many ‘blind-spots’ in their customer base insights, for example:
1. Knowing exactly when the car requires service (based on mileage)
2. Knowing when the car is taken to another service centre or third-party mechanic
3. Knowing the history of a car upon potential trade-in
4. Proving the (used) car’s history to a potential buyer when selling
5. Validating the proof of service to maintain warranty of a used car they sold
6. Validating the car’s usage to maintain warranty i.e. if the car has been raced or taken
on a race track
7. Pre-order of serviceable parts and fluids (oil, brake pads, filters etc) - providing the
dealership more efficient process control as escrow takes security over the ordered
parts. Even if the client doesn’t show up.
DigiDoc NFT provides Dealerships many new revenue streams, for example:

1. Customer retention - offer discounts on vehicle services and make money via
upselling other products (through the dealership’s aftermarket department) or
services to the client pre, during or post service.
2. Potential automated vehicle service bookings (not mechanical repairs) - open the
dealership booking calendar to the customers so they can book in the convenient
time slot for themselves (services only)
3. Payment of service or aftermarket accessories via the Digi Dollar Token - adding
payment security to both Dealership and customer. The customer (vehicle owner)
simply pays to escrow anytime prior to the booking, meaning that the dealership
can’t charge more unless agreed (no hidden costs which protects the client) and at
the same time the Dealership knows that they proceed with the service because the
money already exists in the escrow wallet. No lost revenue!

These use-cases can be solved by DigiDoc NFT providing the dealer sells and installs a
dashcam or tracker that supports the DigiDoc protocol.
Vehicle data could be fed back to the dealer (manually through the DigiDoc NFT dApp) or
integrated via their Dealer management system (if they subscribe to the optional module) to
provide the dealer rich insights into the vehicle's usage and serving needs.
Dealers can then be proactive in marketing and campaigning to have the car returned for
service at the correct interval, thus boasting customer returns, customer satisfaction and
increased revenue.

Financial Services Industry
Introduction
Much like the automotive industry, the financial service industry also lacks specific insights
into the asset’s history. With the advent of budget and discount insurers, who use risk
management as an analysis and financial indicator tool in order to provide a specific quote
based on the vehicles age, condition and usage, there is greater demand for undisputed
vehicle data and telemetry to assist in the financial industries treatment of risk and hence
consumer product offering.

Insurers / Warranty Providers
Insurers have two general challenges when underwriting an asset:
1. Determining the assets’ history and current condition, and
2. Determining how the asset is being used under its policy.
When an insurer provides a quotation for a policy, the insurer asks a series of questions in
order to determine the risk of insuring that asset, and hence to build the parameters for tier
computer systems to calculate a premium of that policy. These questions are generally
regarding both the asset and the asset’s owner. Currently, the majority of the responses to
those equations are anecdotal and based on the respondents' answers. These may be
truthful, they may not be so truthful. There are certain data points that the insurer can
obtain accurate information - such as the registration details pulled from the local
Government registration authority, however many of the answers remain unproven.

Insurers currently have little, if any, visibility on the usage of a car under their insurance
policy. The insurer makes general assumptions to reduce risk and calculate premium
renewals, but they don’t really ever validate many of the responses. Has the car actually
done only 5000 miles this year as the owner promised (or has it actually done 50000?). Did
the owner leave it in the garage for 5 of the 7 days per week as they said they would? Has
the car been raced or driven around a race track? The insurance company would never
know - their risk is based on assumptions and trust in their customers.

Insurers could greatly reduce their risk if they had truthful, undisputed evidence to their
customer’s responses. Having a dashcam or tracker installed that supports the DigiDoc
protocol and having access to that customer’s vehicle NFT data would allow the insurer to
validate and prove the vehicle has been treated and used as the customer said. Better yet,
an insurer can provide a premium or renewal premium automatically based on the statistics
that the vehicle is providing.
DigiDoc NFT can greatly reduce their financial and business risks, provide a greatly increased
customer service offering and provide customers with lower premiums based on undisputed
and validated evidence.

Fleet Management

Fleet Management software has come a long way in the past two decades - its ability to
capture and track vehicle data is now useful to the point fleet owners can see their vehicles
location in real-time and some now integrate with tracking devices to provide vehicle
telemetry.
However, none of this data is able to be synchronized to a global source for population and
verification. The majority of the vehicle data has to be manually input when configuring the
new vehicle asset in the fleet management system and once again, for potential sale of the
vehicle or hand back to the leasing provider, how can the company prove the asset usage?
DigiDoc NFT provides an ecosystem where the following data sets could be synchronized to
the fleet management system :
●
●
●
●

The full range of car telemetry
Driver data (if using NFC cards)
Dealership service data
Third-party mechanic data

The larger the DigiDoc NFT user-base becomes, the more data can be shared by all in the
automotive industry.

Shortcomings in our Direct Industry
Vehicle telemetry
Generally proprietary vehicle CAN-BUS systems are not connected to third-party aftermarket dash cam, Trackers or GPS systems, meaning:
● In an accident, the other disparate systems don’t trigger, process, store, etc
● Vehicle telemetry data is rarely read and stored for other uses as outlined in the
various use-cases in this whitepaper

Dash Cams
While Dashcams are very useful and have revolutionised social media viewing and accident
and road rage evidence, there remains no proof of ownership, location, time, date, and
mechanism it was produced on. Additionally, most data produced, such as video content
and GPS data can be manipulated post recording.
Car dealerships are keen to sell Dash Cams and trackers for an initial cash incentive on
purchase, however they don’t receive ongoing financial benefit.
MGB Go could provide Dealerships a recurring revenue stream by providing them a share of
the money made from any asset that is sold via the NTF.

Proof and Protection of Intellectual Property (IP)
DigiDoc also serves trademarks, copyrights & patents in the industry, but not limited to. You
can mint any idea and it’s development progresses into NFTs to protect them. Some
examples:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Training manuals
Flyers
Meeting minutes
Proposals
Marketing materials
Intellectual property
Marriage certificates
Vehicle Pink Slips
House ownership deed.

DigiDoc NFT will facilitate a system of any legal document, all in one place. Protecting the
data is just the start of it. Selling the data usually requires a lot of paperwork and involves
many obsolete and outdated steps to validate the process. Which can all be traced back
automatically to the certified sources with the help of a publicly visible ledger in the
blockchain.
Copyright claims are so hard to defend in court. Should a person or company need to
protect their copyright in court, they can simply present the NFT to the court and prove they
have the ownership. Instead of running in circles trying to prove that you came up with it.
Selling intellectual property to another business will never be simpler. DigiDoc NFT along
with decentralised escrow service will assure the smooth transition of funds and the
property to the buyer without having to involve solicitors and other third party members to
oversee the transaction.

The DigiDoc network
Introduction
DigiDoc network will provide an ecosystem for exchanging data between hardware
components and the blockchain while maintaining data integrity and proof of ownership.
DigiDoc network aims to become the
1. Trusted authority for validation of and proof of ownership for NFT’s.
2. One stop shop for business & personal crypto needs.
Our aim is to provide the industry standard for dashcam firmware solutions for encrypted
data.
DigiDoc NFT aims to offer our solution to a wide array of hardware components. The main
solution uses the DigiDoc firmware and dApp software solution to capture and send data
directly from the recording source into a safe de-centralised storage system.
This assures data integrity, ownership and gives the data owner a unique fingerprint to their
data (called Content IDentifier or CID). The CID protocol allows a user to view and
download their data from storage when they need it.
It also allows users to mint the data into an NFT to sell or transfer using DigiDoc NFT dApp.

Hardware Layer
GPS Trackers
Buddy Tracker™ connects directly into the vehicle ECU system via OBD2 port to read the
telemetry data. Information is then uploaded into the dApp for processing and storage.
Users will be able to set up multiple triggers when certain thresholds are met. (for example
service reminders after X kilometers of travel). This can also provide the Dealership with
optional access to the vehicle telemetry data (with the vehicle owner's permission) so the
Dealership can better organise and prepare for the vehicle or asset service.
Each time a service is completed, the service record is added into your digital wallet for
storage.
When you are selling the vehicle in the future, the MGB solution coupled with the digital
wallet, allows the vehicle owner to share the service records, and post-sale of the vehicle,
transfer the records to the new owner alongside with the registration certificate and any
other relevant information - all via an NFT.

DashCams
The ‘BuddyCam 4G’ DashCam (DigiDoc Firmware in-built) records data in encrypted form to
the SD card of the DashCam. A user can then choose what to upload (for example incidents,
road rage etc) or turn on automatic upload. MGB Go then transmits and saves that data into
the de-centralised IPFS storage.
After uploading the data MGGo generates a CID which is stored in the DigiDoc NFT. Users
have the option to mint the data into an NFT both manually and automatically which can be
kept in their crypto wallet.
Users even have the ability to remotely live stream the video feed with their wallet and dash
app connection.

Smart phones
DigiDoc NFT dApp allows users to capture and record data via the camera directly into the
blockchain. Any video or a photo that the user captures via DigiDoc NFT dApp will be
encrypted and data sent to de-centralised storage online. In an unlikely event of having no
internet, the data will be stored to your phone in an encrypted form, waiting to be uploaded
when the user is back online. Any footage captured can be viewed on the user's phone
through DigiDoc NFT.
The DigiDoc NFT dApp allows users to choose which piece of data they would like to mint
into an NFT, and the MGB platform then writes the hash into the blockchain to store in the
user's selected digital wallet.
The DigiDoc NFT verified tick - This tick verifies the recorded data integrity and that
the data hasn’t been compromised. However, it can't guarantee that a photo or
video of the captured document hasn’t been tampered with prior to capturing it
with the camera.
3rd party verified - Upload any existing document, trademark, intellectual property
agreement, copyright document etc using DigiDoc NFT. This will allow you to mint it
into an NFT and truly take ownership of your data. Verification comes from 3rd party
sources like solicitors, auditors, government bodies etc, which should be uploaded
alongside the document you are trying to protect.

Data Layer
Introduction
Once the ecosystem has access to the hardware (see Hardware layer section above) the
system can control the capture of data from the device.
Based on a user’s request (timed, constant or selectively triggered via manual recording by
the user or setting the system to record an accident event ) the system captures content
from the hardware device. The captured data is then encrypted end-to-end as it is read from
the device.
The default data set captured includes the following (all devices):
1. Location
a. Coordinates
b. Hemisphere
c. Time
d. Speed
e. Direction
2. Video
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

GPS Coordinates
Video
Time
People and objects in the video (PCW, FCW, LDW, FVSA, FPW, DVR)
Various metadata

If the device is a Dashcam or Tracker that is supported or powered by DigiDoc protocol, AND
the device is connected to the vehicle’s proprietary CAN-BUS system, including the following
vehicle telemetry data points are also read and captured:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Tachometer (RPM)
Speedometer (Speed)
Odometer (Kilometers)
Battery Voltage
Fuel Reading
Time
Driver information (if NFC tag reader is installed).

DigiDoc captures the content (including GPS coordinates & Machine operating hours etc).

Transfer and Storage
Then DigiDoc NFT dApp parses the data:
a.
Store on a decentralized file directory;
b.
Obtain the location on the file directory (CID)
c.
Upload a hash of the file to the blockchain.

If the content is longer than 30 seconds, MGB Go will split content into 30 second long
blocks as this is the industry standard for dashcam footage. The user can override this length
in their DigiDoc NFT dApp settings when staking $DDT.
For other third-party apps to be able to read the information from the blockchain, the thirdparty app must communicate with the DigiDoc dApp. In this case the third-party app calls
the DigiDoc dApp, which in turn queries the hashkey in the block explorer (as the DigiDoc
dApp knows the link between the user and the specific content being requested). The
DigiDoc NFT then queries the decentralized file directory using CID, pulls the appropriate
content and parses all of the information back to the DigiDoc dApp which then decrypts the
information and compiles it into readable/viewable content, then parses that to the Thirdparty app.

IPFS file storage
To provide secure decentralised storage for files, IPFS is the market leader. DigiDoc external
adapters (Chainlink) that can be accessed via the bridge will help with IPFS file storage and
data integrity:
● Obtain an IPFS file by using the IPFS cid (a unique key that indicates the file) received
at the time of the Chainlink request from the contract.
● Verify if the user address is stored in the field of the IPFS file to confirm token
distribution targets.
● If the target address is stored, Oracle will fulfill the request by returning a hash of the
user address and address storage information (Boolean) as the return value.

Decentralised Data Model
DigiDoc NFT uses ChainLink VRF:
ChainLink Verifiable Source of Randomness (VRF) helps DigiDoc NFT build a more
trustworthy and secure environment for the NFT’s.

●
●
●

Random Number generation (RNG) for Smart Contracts
Trustworthy User experience & NFT distribution
Provably-fair and verifiable randomness

Decentralised Network
DigiDoc NFT's choice of blockchain is Polygon as it combines the best of Ethereum and
sovereign blockchains into a full-fledged multi-chain system.
Polygon solves pain points associated with Blockchains, like high gas fees and slow speeds,
without sacrificing on security. This multi-chain system is akin to other ones such as
Polkadot, Cosmos, Avalanche etc, but with at least three major upsides:

It is able to fully benefit from Ethereum’s network effects
It is inherently more secure
One-click deployment of preset blockchain networks
Growing set of modules for developing custom networks
Interoperability protocol for exchanging arbitrary messages with Ethereum and
other blockchain networks
● Modular and optional “security as a service”
● Adaptor modules for enabling interoperability for existing blockchain networks
●
●
●
●
●

Polygon has so much to offer including but not limited to scalability, security,
interoperability, modularity which helps to get the product to the market in a lot shorter
time.
Gas fees in the Polygon network are almost non-existent compared to other blockchains
which makes this technology the perfect solution for DigiDoc NFT dApp.

DigiDoc NFT Ecosystem

Tokenisation and NFTs
What is an NFT and what do they do?
An NFT is a unit of data stored on a digital ledger, called a blockchain, which can be sold and
traded. The NFT can be associated with a particular digital or physical asset (such as a file or
a physical object) and a license to use the asset for a specified purpose. NFTs (and the
associated license to use, copy or display the underlying asset) can be traded and sold on
digital markets.
NFTs function like cryptographic tokens, but, unlike cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, NFTs
are not mutually interchangeable, hence not fungible.
In simpler terms, an NFT can’t be exchanged for another NFT - rather a person can only
obtain an NFT by buying one with crypto currency or via the person minting an NFT with a
dApp such as DigiDoc NFT dApp.
Generally there are fees payable when a person mints an NFT - a ‘gas fee’ and other
‘minting fees’ payable in crypto currency.
For DigiDoc NFT fees, see the section ‘Access to the DigiDoc NFT Ecosystem’.
A person holding data that has been minted into an NFT proves that they own it and
everyone can see that proof of ownership in the publicly available ledger called blockchain.
NFTs can also be treated as a digital ownership certificate of authenticity for a real world
asset.
You can also hide private data into an NFT that is only visible to the owner.

With an NFT certificate a content owner can easily protect their intellectual property
(patents, copyrighted material, registered trademarks and much more). The content is
publicly visible in the blockchain for everyone to see that a specific user’s wallet owns this
NFT.

DigiDoc Tokenization and Fees
The DigiDoc ecosystem comprises the following fee matrix:

As DigiDoc token (DDT) will like in Polygon network, there will be no gas fees* when minting
NFTs and no minting fees either.

Staking & Rewards

Staking Tiers

Access to the DigiDoc Ecosystem
Access to the DigiDoc ecosystem will be dependent on your use. At the time of writing this
whitepaper, the following subscription models are being considered:
Public users
A monthly subscription fee, providing full access to the DigiDoc dApp, minting
capabilities and no gas fees. Only other charges applicable would be any transaction
fees generated by the user buying or selling assets through their Crypto wallet,
payable to the wallet provider, not DigiDoc NFT.
Automotive and Financial Industry
Depending on the method of accessing the blockchain (either directly, or through a
third-party application such as a financial or dealer management software solution) a
monthly subscription fee for access would apply based on transaction volume. This
cost may apply through the software vendor as an optional module.

